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Industrial Overcapacity: by sector
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Industrial Overcapacity: summary of 

policy measures
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Industrial Capacity Cooperation: Policy 

Content
 By mid-May, the State Council released a ‘guiding opinion’ for agreements on 

‘international production capacity and equipment manufacturing 
cooperation’. 

 By 2020, the aim is to have established a set of agreements with key 
developing countries — with a near-term emphasis on Asian and African 
countries that link up with China’s ‘One Belt, One Road’ and the China–Africa 
‘three networks’ (rail, road and aviation) initiative.

 The agreements will transfer industrial capacities in a range of sectors, 
including iron and steel, nonferrous metals, construction materials and 
machinery, infrastructure, manufacturing and offshore industries.

 Financial support measures include favourable taxes, preferential loans, 
export credits, corporate equity and debt financing, currency arrangements 
and export credit insurance.
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Partner Countries

 In February, NDRC stated that China has initiated 17 bilateral 

production capacity cooperation agreements with countries including: 

Ethiopia, Indonesia, Kazakhstan, Lao PDR, Malaysia, Myanmar, 

Pakistan, Russia, and Thailand. 

 For example, the China-Kazakhstan agreement consists of 52 projects 

– valued at $24bn – covering sectors such as iron and steel, cement, 

flat glass, chemicals, and machinery, among others, and backed by a 

dedicated $2bn bilateral production capacity investment fund 

(financing provided by China's Silk Road Fund). 
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Dedicated Funds

 A $10bn China-Latin America production capacity cooperation 

investment fund was registered as a company in Beijing on June 16 

2015. Using equity and debt financing, the Fund will focus on sectors 

such as, manufacturing, high-tech/IT, agriculture, energy/mining, 

infrastructure, and finance, among others. 

 For the China-Latin America production capacity cooperation, NDRC 

specifically mentions Brazil and Peru as key initial countries of focus.

 Announced at the previous China-Africa Forum (FOCAC), a $10bn 

China-Africa production capacity cooperation fund was registered as a 

company on January 7 2016, and capitalized by SAFE and China EXIM 

Bank.
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Other Developments
 In July, it was announced that $80bn in China-Nigeria provisional 

agreements were signed to upgrade Nigeria's oil and gas infrastructure 
over five years (from oil refineries and pipelines, to gas and power 
sectors). 

 These agreements follow the announcement last April of the China-
Pakistan economic corridor, backed by $46bn in various infrastructure 
deals.*

 In September, a China-Peru Production Capacity and Corporate 
Investment Conference was held in Beijing. The conference was organized 
by the NDRC, MIIT, and Bank of China. 85 Chinese and Peruvian companies 
were in attendance, with around 200 participants in total. 

 The press statement from NDRC has stated that China-Peru production 
capacity cooperation can act as a model for other China-Latin American 
cooperation initiatives.
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*China-Pakistan Economic Corridor
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Thank you! 

Obrigado!

谢谢!

Email: daniel.poon@mail.mcgill.ca
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